Whereas, every day of the year, at all hours of the day and night, citizens rely on emergency medical service professionals and volunteers for critical care in homes, on the streets, or wherever the need exists; and

Whereas, the City of Wylie's emergency medical service system includes a wide array of personnel, including public safety telecommunicators, physicians, nurses, emergency medical dispatchers, firefighters, educators, law enforcement officials, paramedics and emergency medical technicians; and

Whereas, emergency medical service professionals provide quality care whenever unforeseen illness, accident or disaster strikes, making split second decisions that are essential in helping to prevent disability or death among our citizens; and

Whereas, the City of Wylie is committed to recognizing emergency medical service professionals and celebrates their unselfish acts of courage in responding to all types of emergency situations, twenty-four hours a day.

Now, therefore, I, Eric Hogue, Mayor of the City of Wylie, on behalf of the Wylie City Council, on this the 13th day of May, 2014, call upon all citizens to recognize the 18th day of May, 2014, through the 24th day of May, 2014, as:

“Emergency Medical Services Week”
In the City of Wylie, Texas.

Eric Hogue, Mayor
City of Wylie
State of Texas